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Abstract. E-study use is increasing: its main content is information for self-education and it is delivered to the user through modern technologies that provide greater opportunities. In order to reach the user, information must be presented in a comprehensible and easy to remember way. The article focuses on the recommended ways of information presentation in e-studies, so that it would be possible to perceive and memorize information more efficiently, it also focuses on technologies that could help in building and analysing ways of presentation. There are analysed several technology products and presented various examples. The authors offer recommendation Guidelines for development and presentation of e-study materials, their assessment and presentation considering user needs and requirements of research, as well as literature study research, and, also, based on the foundations of visual science. The focus for the development of Guidelines was particularly on the visual function importance in the reading and learning process, as clear and stable text perception primarily is provided by near visual functions. In a structured manner, there are recommendations presented for a user-friendly e-study material design - style, size, spacing, position, colour - which should be applied for easy perception with visual processes, thus helping the learning process and facilitating memorization.

As nowadays there is a growing need for teaching methods and learning environment that is user-oriented, guidance specifics may be different for each of the e-study targeting groups that are divided primarily into three groups: children, adults, and seniors because each group has a different needs, requirements, and visual perception, as well as it is necessary to consider other features of the user which may differ from the standard and affect efficiency of recommendations. This work deals with part of the target group – adults (16-38).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Technology is all around us and no one can feel comfortable daily without using modern technology. Technologies are developing. And it is not surprising that many of them serve us in delivering visual and textual information. Increasingly, screens are used for learning - in extra-curricular education and self-education and in the integration of technology in everyday standardized full-time education and there is a widespread use of e-learning and e-study. Research about reading on the screen has been going on for more than 30 years [1], but still the acquisition of new knowledge about the effects of various parameters is moving slowly [2] and still many things are incomprehensible. Researchers have identified differences in reading from the screen and paper by both complex [1] and simpler tests. [3, 4] Reading digital texts and materials from a computer screen is considered to be much more difficult than reading a printed text. [5] On the computer screen the text is read 25% slower than from paper. [6] Therefore text formatting parameters which improve reading on the screen are essential. Studies indicate that the text presentation of the parameters to be used are those that are easy and comfortable to be received and natural for people's eyes and human mental development level. [5]

During literature research, it is revealed that many recommendations of the screen texts continue to rely on the printed material developed parameters.

The purpose: establish appropriate recommendations for guidelines about e-material parameter formatting in Latvian

Tasks: 1. literature review paying attention to current recommendations and guidelines, and carrying out analysis of the mentioned parameters; 2. carry out research on users' habits and preferences; 3. develop recommendations for guidelines; 4. carry out research and analyses of applications and browsers based on the elaborated recommendations.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Literature review

There have been viewed and analysed more than 100 different literature sources. They deal with the recommendations of web development and statistics on the most important parameters which are used in the e-environment, and recommendations and guidelines for e-study courses and e-learning materials, as well as various studies in which researchers have tried to find out the best solution.

A list of most often mentioned formatting parameters has been created. Then there have been written out all mentioned values of parameters and
marked in which sources values have been mentioned and recommended for use. After that analysis was made.

Survey
Research on users’ habits and preferences was done by a survey. For this purpose, an e-survey was made. It consisted of several parts. During the first part, there was obtained general information about the respondents - gender, age, education level and occupation. The second part consisted of questions about respondents’ technology usage habits and knowledge of e-materials. Third, the main part consisted of questions about formatting options of e-materials where respondents had to provide answers of their own choice. The fourth and the final part was to obtain additional information about respondents’ eye health and reading difficulties, if they had any, to be accurately interpreted the responses received. It was a closed-ended questions survey.

For the purpose of this research there was selected an e-questionnaire because it was appropriate not only because it can be quickly carried out, but also because the third part of the questionnaire could be viewed and accurate choices could be made. It had to be done directly on the computer screen. E-survey in this case had a positive effect on the results, as the respondents could act whenever they wanted and in familiar surroundings – at their own screen without additional conditions. Furthermore, it did not have any additional stress that could arise from the presence of the surveyor and changes in the environment or circumstances.

Respondents
The survey involved 50 respondents aged 16 to 38 (Mean = 24.8, SD = 4.6) years old. From those 6 were men and 44 - women. They were young people with different levels of education and different current occupation. Respondents were without significant visual defects and without reading difficulties, but 24 participants had vision correction. They joined the survey on a voluntary basis.

Recommendations for guidelines
There were recommendations for guidelines prototype developed based on literature study of the recommended parameters of different sources and on survey data collected, and on results of previous studies and vision science-based research.

Applications and browsers research
The research was made about developers’ imposed default formatting settings of font type and size in the most popular applications and browsers. The most popular applications were found: Microsoft Office, OpenOffice.org and LibreOffice products, and open access web editors available online: Google, Zoho, Quip products. The most interesting products were word processors, spreadsheets, and presentation programs. After that analysis based on the elaborated recommendations was made. A similar analysis was performed in the most popular browsers - Google Chrome, Mozilla, Microsoft Edge, Opera, and Safari also.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Text formatting suggestions in the literature
One of the e-learning design guidelines started with the fact that information must be presented from top to bottom and from right to left. It is recommended to limit the amount of information that is displayed on a single page. [7, 8]

The text is recommended to be left align [7] to avoid problems with understanding the beginning of the line, and enhance understanding about where the line ends. It isn’t recommended to use text justify, as for part of the readers, especially people with dyslexia or other types of reading difficulties, it may disturb the reading process. [9] For splitting a long text, it is recommended to use bullets, numbering, tables, and charts. [7]

The recommended font size and type only of printed educational materials in Latvian national methodological recommendations are mentioned there. [10] They are based on researcher M. A. Tinker’s, the University of Minnesota, recommendations that are made from his research in the 30-60’s. Furthermore, font size is not the only parameter, that we must pay attention to formatting learning and study e-materials. Textual information presentation and formatting parameters - row length, letter font, font size, line spacing, spacing between letters and combinations of font colour and background colour are very important.

Text line length
The optimal text line length is quite difficult to determine because it depends on the relationship between various formatting factors. [11] Text line length selection is also based on readers’ choices and habits. It is important to know about the eye movements, visual angle, and retina usable area per fixation, as well as blinking places. [5]

Saccade is from 1 - 20 symbols, average it is 7-9 symbols. [12] For making fixation movements eyes usually choose 1-6 characters, and then fix 7-12 characters. [13] Blinking is performed to relax the eye muscles, which is making the eyes focus on the reading text, but after blinking to resume reading, it needs again to focus on a reading point. If there is a need in blinking too often and line lengths are too short, then every time the accommodation must be run by again and when it turns out that the muscle all the time is in operation, and it can get tired. Row length needs to be adjusted to the end of the row to coincide with blinking places. It needs to ease the process of reading and reduce eye fatigue. [14] Blinking places will be longer with smaller font sizes, thus creating a positive result for using longer text line. [5]

Although most results of the research about the row lengths show a Faster reading at a longer row
length, [2] however, it is recommended to use short lines of text, [7] because it eases the ability to concentrate to the read-row [15] and readers in research prefer shorter lines. [15, 16]

By analysing more than 50 literary sources – it was found out that there is no unambiguity about the text line length because in reviewed literature it varies - they should be defined and quantifiable. There are three most popular types - characters per line (CPL), number of words in a row and line length in units’ inch or centimetres.

In reviewed literature line length CPL mentioned in 40 sources and its value can be found from 24.7 to 140 characters. It is assumed that the most popular are the ones that are mentioned in more than 10 sources - from 45 to 85 CPL. The most common recommended 55 CPL (n = 23), followed by 60CPL (n = 19), 75CPL (n = 17), 50 and 65CPL (both n = 15).

In reviewed literature, row length in words is mentioned in 6 sources and the number found varies from 7 to 20 words. Most commonly recommended 12 words (n = 4) and equally often recommended 13, 14, 15 and 16 (n = 3) word use.

In reviewed literature, line length in units mentioned in 10 sources and their value can be found from 3.3 in or 8.5 cm to 10.5 in or 26.7 cm (or more without a maximum value set). They are divided into two groups, which are most frequently recommended: short lines of 3.3 - 4in or 8.5 to 10.2 cm and long rows 10 in or 25 cm and longer. Short lines are more contributing to concentrate on the text, [15, 17] but long lines - allow quicker review of the text as there is less need to be scrolled, [14, 15] it also shows a higher reading speed [18] and accuracy of the fixation. [19]

Only rarely we find a reference to the reasons why there is such a wide range of these parameters and why the optimal length of the text is quite difficult to determine. That is because it depends on relationship between various formatting factors. [11]

Font or typeface

Font is a specific representation of text characters with its own style that is based on the defined parameters. [20] Each language has its own specific typographic approach. For example, if a font looks typographically good for English, it does not mean that the same font will make such effects in Arabic and Hindi languages. [21] This also applies to the Latvian language because we have specific symbols - cedilla and lengthening marks which change the total font X-height. Therefore, the same recommendations for guidelines cannot be applied in all languages. [22]

It should be remembered that on-screen characters are displayed in a way that pixel sizes limit them, and what looked well in printed form may not be as good on the screen. [23] Because of it, many fonts at smaller or much larger size tend to blur. [24]

Analysing more than 35 literary sources it was found out that there is no unambiguity also in text fonts, which should be used for screen reading. A lot is used out of habit and transferred from printed material typographical recommendations.

However, one of the most common and general recommendations is that through the whole e-material there should be maintained a consistent font style. [7] It is recognized that for printed material it is best to use a serif font TimesNewRoman (TNR) and for digital material – a sans-serif font Georgia, as both are designed as equivalent. [25]

Sans-serif fonts are mostly mentioned in references (in 30 from 35 sources) as recommended for use. Most mentioned sans-serif fonts are Arial (n=15), Verdana (n=15), and Helvetica (n=6), Trebuchet MS (n=3), and Calibri (n=3). Cedilla and lengthening marks in the Latvian language are not supported by Helvetica and Trebuchet MS fonts, therefore these are not included in recommendations for e-learning materials in the Latvian language. In just 15 out of 35 sources serif fonts are mentioned as recommended for the use in digital materials. The most commonly referred serif fonts are Georgia (n=9) and Times New Roman (n=7).

Font size

Size use depends of screen width used, [26] as well as on which browser the page is run or document is viewed, if the parameter default settings work. [27] One of the most common and general recommendations is that through the whole e-material a consistent font size should be maintained. [7] In earlier research more often there were found references to the smaller font size than in latest. [27] It is scientifically proven that a larger font size for reading is more favourable but there are very few studies that have studied the letter sizes, which are above 14 pt. [28] These sizes are also mentioned in different sources differently, basically points (pt), and pixels (px), and for e-materials also in percentage (%), and EMS, which are used by web page programmers.

For body text in different sources (n=40) it is advised to use a font size of 8 pt and 28pt. However, the most common - from 12pt to 19pt. 12pt (n=28) size as initial for main body are more often mentioned in sources in which comparison with information about it is used, which is currently being used in e-environment and where the target audience is young people. However, more often it leads to the size 14pt (n=34), as minimum useable, especially when the target audience is wider and content is intended for the elderly and/or children. Furthermore, studies have been performed with larger font sizes, as a reading distance on screen is larger than the standard reading distance for printed materials. With a larger distance of watching, a smaller font size reaches the retina, so the same size that is used in printed texts, could not be applied.
For Headlines, of course, it is recommended to use larger font size, but about this there is much less information. In the literature, letter size from 12pt to 32pt can be found. Top suggestions are from 14pt to 26pt font size to use, but most recommend use 18pt (n = 3) and 24pt (n = 3) size.

Line spacing

Multiline readable content must be placed in such a way that the distance between one row symbol lower edge to the next line upper edge should be enough and it makes the text readable. [29] There are also studies which have not shown significant difference in reading speed between the different line spacing sizes. [30] Choosing the size of line spacing the size of the font should be considered. [31]

In the literature (n = 12) line spacing is displayed in units and px, and mm, and the percentage of the font size. In units, it varies from 1.15 to 2, and most commonly it is recommended to use from 1.5 (n = 2) to 1.6 (n = 2). As the percentage varies from 90 to 160%, the most commonly recommended to use is at least 120% (n = 7) line spacing.

Colour

One of highlighted prerequisites: through the whole e-material to maintain a common text and graphics colours. [7] It is recommended to use the maximum contrast between the text and the background [32] and use less than 4 colours in one textural material, [10, 21] in some cases up to 5-6 colours. [10]

Most often it is recommended to use a dark text on a light background. [33] A black text on a white background is always a good solution, [34] it is visible and legible, [35] as this combination has a high contrast and is called a positive text. [6] A green text on a white background is being considered for use because the human eye has a natural tendency to green colour, as well as the rays are converged on the retina of the eye without the lens adjustment and adaptation that might induce eye fatigue. [36] A grey background increases the saturation of any colour in its foreground. [37] A black text on a grey background is also advisable. [38]

Also, it is recommended to use white letters on a black background because they are high-contrast. [35] They are suitable for higher resolution and awareness raising activities, but for long-term reading, however, they do not fit, like any light-coloured text on a dark background, as tiring the reader's visual system, [5] in addition, the dark background makes the pupil open more to get more light thus creating a larger eyes focal outflow. [39, 40]

Survey

Samples for survey questions was made based on information from previous literature research. Text samples can be seen on web-page http://www.phd-km.lv/fonti.php.

Font

There was presented a text sample by 14pt size. Respondents were shown a text in 5 different fonts - Times New Roman (TNR), Arial, Verdana, Georgia, Calibri. They had to take a look at all 5 examples from which respondents had to choose 3 fonts that seemed the most acceptable to use for on-screen text.

In general, Top3 fonts are Verdana (n = 34), Georgia (n = 33). There is near also the TNR (n = 28) that had the greatest number of choices as the first choice, and it coincided with the Arial (n = 15). (Fig. 1)

Font size

Each participant had to see the text where each of the previously used 5 fonts were displayed in 4 sizes - 10pt, 12pt, 14pt un 16pt. Respondents had to choose one size for each font that seemed the most acceptable to use for on-screen text.

In general, most respondents chose 14pt size (n = 87) and 12pt size (n = 81), but it was different for each of the fonts. TNR - 14pt (n = 20) and Arial - 12pt (n = 19), Georgia - 14pt (n = 18), Verdana - 12pt (n = 20) and Calibri - 14pt (n = 20) (Fig. 2)

Line spacing

Each participant had to see the text where each of the previously used 5 fonts were displayed in 14pt size, but line spacing was changed - 1.0, 1.15, 1.5 and 2.0. Respondents had to choose one line spacing size for each font that seemed the most acceptable to use for on-screen text.

In general, most preferred were 1.15 (n = 126) and 1.5 (n = 103) The size of the space between the lines, but the choice was different for each of the fonts.

- TNR - 1.15 (n = 31) Arial - 1.15 (n = 26), Georgia -
Each participant had to see the text written with TNR 14pt font size, each of the options changed text font colour and background colour combination. It was created in 7 different versions: black text on a white background, white - on black, grey - on white, blue on white, green - on white, green – on blue and yellow - on a red background. Respondents had to choose 3 colour combination that seemed the most acceptable to use for on-screen text. (Fig. 3)

In general, Top3 colour combination is black and white (n = 40) grey to white and green (n = 32) and white (n = 21). 9 respondents decided that there are only two options, which should be applied when displaying text on the screen. (Fig. 4)

Recommendations for guidelines

These recommendations have been developed for e-learning materials and studying for one target group - young people - without reading difficulties and without any significant vision problems. Recommendations are shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FORMATTING PARAMETERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text layout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Applications default formatting settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPLICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LibreOffice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenOffice.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web editors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Browsers default formatting settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BROWSERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Chrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. CONCLUSION

Analysing more than 100 literary sources - publications, recommendations for e-learning materials and web page creation – it was found that there is no unambiguity about all formatting parameters.

Most respondents chose a larger font size, even young people. This shows that for e-materials there cannot be used standard printed material recommendations directly.

Based on all information, research and survey, recommendations for adult people were made. These recommendations must be checked experimentally in the target group by combined complexes in the context of e-material to confirm their effectiveness. Recommendations are supplemented by additional parameters. Also, there is a need to develop complementary recommendations, depending on the individual in addition to human factors, which may significantly affect reading and text perception - depending on their age, visual status, reading difficulties, and so on - because each person has different needs and opportunities.
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